
Know where your drivers are
Distributors that have their own delivery trucks need
to optimize their fleet investment. They need a way to
manage order delivery and capture a customer’s
signature, as well as the time and location of delivery,
through a mobile device.

Infor® Distribution Proof of Delivery (POD) does all
that. It’s includes a Manager application and a
convenient, handheld mobile application that help
distributors improve driver management—which, in
turn, helps improve customer service. With Proof of
Delivery, users can organize the delivery of multiple
orders within a customized route, as well as capture,
display, and store the customer’s signature, and
automatically update the back-end ERP system with
relevant information about the order and the delivery.

Connections and
convenience
Proof of Delivery uses Infor ION® technology to
connect your ERP system with the Proof of Delivery
Manager app, which handles communications
between the ERP system and the Proof of Delivery
handheld driver app.

Typically, the ERP system exports orders that are
ready for delivery to the Manager app, which serves
as the central repository for organizing routes,
managing driver profiles, and keeping track of the
drivers’ progress throughout the day. The Manager
app assigns orders to routes and schedules these for
the driver. The driver is responsible for delivering
orders and capturing the customer’s signature as
proof of delivery.

Infor Distribution Proof of Delivery

After delivery, the ERP system is automatically
updated with data such as order status.

Proof of Delivery can:

•    Display visual maps and routes

•    Capture signatures and images in real-time

•    Update delivery status in real-time

•    Display critical order information

The solution is currently available for Apple iPhone®
devices. Support for Android devices is coming soon.
Infor Distribution Proof of Delivery is currently certified
with Infor Distribution SX.e V6.1.60 and higher.

Deliver success
With Infor Distribution Proof of Delivery, you can:

•    Know where your drivers are and track 
their activity

•    Track order deliveries more accurately

•    Resolve order disputes more quickly

•    Get real-time delivery status information

•    Improve customer service
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